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August 23, 2014
TO ALL CONGREGATIONS
Re: Global Assistance Arrangement for the 2015 service year
Dear Brothers:
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your continued financial
generosity in support of the worldwide preaching work. Your regular and cheerful giving no
doubt brings great joy to our God, Jehovah. (2 Cor. 9:7) Knowing of your desire to support the
organization, we would like to inform you of a revised global arrangement that is sustained by
your contributions. It expands and replaces what was formerly known as the Kingdom Hall
Assistance Arrangement (KHAA) and will be called the Global Assistance Arrangement (GAA).
The GAA is designed to prevent and pay for losses resulting from “unexpected events”
that could affect the organization. (Eccl. 9:11) It cares for accidents at Kingdom Halls, Assembly
Halls, and branch facilities or wherever there is damage that is the result of natural disaster, fire,
moisture, or vandalism. The arrangement is based on the principle found at 2 Corinthians 8:14,
where we find the apostle Paul’s encouragement that “an equalizing” take place with regard to
financial support. Therefore, funds are annually set aside from contributions to the worldwide
work to ensure that no loss to a congregation or any other theocratic entity would cause an undue
burden on any of our brothers.
For the coming year, the anticipated costs of the GAA would be covered if each publisher
were able to contribute approximately $3.50. This does not mean that each publisher is expected
to contribute this exact amount. Instead, each congregation may choose to pass a resolution to
contribute to the worldwide work the amount suggested by the body of elders from the
congregation’s funds. Publishers can then contribute to their local congregation in harmony with
their resolution.
The funds would then be used to support theocratic activities, including the GAA. Since
these contributions are not restricted to any one activity, some congregations may choose to donate
a sum greater than the average amount. This would further support the worldwide work and assist
other congregations that may not be able to contribute as much. This is in harmony with the
Biblical pattern of giving. (Acts 11:29) Some congregations choose to spread out their donation
over the year. Others choose to make one donation at the start of the service year. Either method is
acceptable.
Your support of this arrangement is greatly appreciated. May Jehovah continue to bless
your generous spirit.—Heb. 13:16.
Your brothers,

cc:

Assembly Hall Committees
Circuit overseers
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PS to body of elders:
This postscript should not be read to the congregation, and this letter should not be posted
on the information board. However, a copy of this letter and postscript should be given to your
accounts servant. Along with this letter, we are also providing a new form entitled Key Facts
About the Global Assistance Arrangement (TO-57). This form is being made available only to
elders. The letter dated December 1, 2004, regarding key facts about the KHAA should be
removed from the congregation permanent file of policy letters and should be destroyed. You
may wish to update the congregation copy of Index to Letters for Bodies of Elders (S-22) at this
time as well.
Please take the following steps:
(1) The secretary should use the number of active publishers to calculate the suggested
amount to be contributed by the congregation. (Number of active publishers
multiplied by $3.50.)
(2) Before the next Service Meeting, if possible, the coordinator of the body of elders
should make arrangements to allow the body of elders to review and discuss the
suggested amount. The elders may choose to raise or lower the amount based on the
economic abilities of the congregation as a whole. Once an amount is agreed upon by
the body, they would then determine if they would prefer to contribute this amount in
one payment or to make contributions spread over the course of the year.
(3) Based upon the body’s decision, the coordinator of the body of elders should arrange
for the next Service Meeting to include the reading of the letter and the
congregation’s consideration of the resolution. The resolution could simply state:
We the _____________ Congregation resolve to donate an additional amount of
$_________ for the 2015 service year to the worldwide work. This amount will
be donated (in one payment/spread over the course of the year). We also resolve
to transfer any funds held on our behalf in the Kingdom Hall Assistance
Arrangement (KHAA) to the worldwide work.
(4) After the resolution has been considered and approved by the congregation, it should
be given to the accounts servant to add to the accounts records file along with this
letter. This amount should be forwarded with your remittance to the branch office
using the entry for “Global Assistance Arrangement (GAA)” on the appropriate
contribution remittance or funds transfer form.
Thank you for your diligence in caring for these necessary matters. If you have any
questions on this arrangement, please feel free to contact the Risk Management Desk in the
Accounting Department.

